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Introduction 

The Broken Silence of Love is a romantic book that talks about and 

exposes all the situations, feelings, and conditions that one undergoes 

when in a relationship. These are as follows: 

a) Crushing feelings 

 One can fall for another person and try to keep the feelings they have 

secret until love exerts its pressure on them to confess their feelings. And 

in this situation, the long-held silence of love becomes apparent. 

b) Being in well-deserved relationship. 

Sometimes we always get accommodated in relationships that don't value 

and prioritize us, but when we get lucky to be in happy relationships, we 

become more excited and the bonds that keep the beauty and high-esteem 

of our lovers untold become broken. All the best things—the awesome 

moments we spend with our lovers—become recognized and appreciated. 

c)Broken heart 

Relationships aren't all about happiness, but sometimes we experience 

heartbreak. People endure heartbreak because they don't want to lose 

their loved ones, but if one's heart is consistently being broken, the 

silence of love within them gets broken too. So "The Broken Silence of 

Love" exposes the broken heart's grievances and regrets. 

d)One's dignity 

In love, people can treat other people like trash or make them feel useless 

and still act like they want them. This book brings to light the unbroken 

silence of love we have for ourselves, broken when we finally realize 

how important we are. It tells us that we're all beautiful and no one is 

entitled to disrespect us, just that we love them. As God created everyone 
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and has plans for them of who to be with and when, the fact remains, 

we're all beautiful. 
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Appreciation 

First and foremost, I would like to express my sincere gratitude and 

excitement to the most superior being who has been standing beside me 

since, now and forever without abandoning me. In your absence, 

almighty God, I'm useless and valueless. Your presence makes me who I 

am. All you made me to be has always humbled me, and on my lips is 

praise and appreciation. Thanks for being my best friend, and I'm sure 

with you I will do more than this. Thanks once again for never daring to 

leave my back, though I keep on sinning. 

I won't forget the strong-hearted parents; Dad Ayiei Manyok and my 

lovely three mothers, Adau Ajang Duot, Gop Mach Abijok and Areng 

Deng Akoi, whom one can choose without hesitation to be his or her 

parents. I'm so proud of you. You made sure that my school fees were 

paid on time, and I never missed a single meal, though our background is 

humble. You have given birth to the best son, who'll one day make you 

happy and proud. Thank you for treating and caring for me as if I were 

fragile glass. 

To my siblings,I'm blessed to have had been created as your brother and 

I'm humbly requesting the almighty God to keep us healthy and alive to 

enjoy the beauty of well raised and taught siblings by their parents. 

I won't forget to thank few of my best teachers who had and are still 

teaching me. Ustaz Ayuen Majok Aleer and Malual Abot Ayuel, without 

the commitment you both had invested in me in both primary and 

secondary schools, English would have been strange to me by now and 

you deserve to be appreciated for that though I didn't make it to the 

expectation. I still remember what you told me in 2018, "Be self-driven,” 

I won't forget that phrase Sir. Head Teacher, Greenbelt Academy Bol 

Abraham Achiek, I wish the world had more people like you. You're a 

mentor and an inspiration that South Sudan will ever have. Your advice 

in 2019 in senior one after we watched a film of a Ten years old Kenyan 

girl who wrote some books in your laptop inspired me to try my best and 

discovered what is in me. 
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Finally, “behind every successful man there is a woman." Athou Khot 

Jongkuch, I wish your heart should also be distributed to everyone by 

UN, I wish your heart was a school, I would pursue it till and earn it's 

highest degree. Your clean heart and pieces of advice contributed to the 

success of this book. You also sponsored the publication of my it, may 

God always protect you and I promise that the trust you invest in me will 

never be in vain. Thanks once again Maggieda. 
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Dedication 
 

The Broken Silence Of Love is dedicated to my Facebook friends and 

schoolmates who have believed in me and helped me to believe and 

realize that I can do this. 

Writing had never been my hobby nor one of my favorites, but in 2019, 

during the holidays, I was bored and always on Facebook, seeing many 

writers doing great, and those people influenced me to try my best. 

I tried everything I could till I returned to school and was given a long-

range holiday due to the Corona outbreak. I resumed writing until I was 

nearly perfect, and every minute I received messages from Facebook 

friends, strangers, and close friends encouraging me to write a book. 

From 2021 to 2022, I posted some stories and poems on my school's 

notice board, and some of my schoolmates kept on requesting me to write 

a book, and here we have finally made it. 

I know it might not be what you were expecting, but my sincere 

appreciation goes to each and every personal who has ever told me to 

write a book. "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step". 

With the determination in us, we will do more than this. Thanks, my 

people, and enjoy the reading. 
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Dear bestie  
 

I call you my bestie 

Beautiful and attractive "tie" 

My neck won't let you retire  

One whose chat doesn't make me tired 

 

Your words make me blush 

And almost do I become blast 

I without you is a trash 

I won't let the ride crash 

 

My bezzy 

Whose voice is buzzy 

And doesn't act dizzy, 

That's her, I’m not fuzzy 

 

Love has become illegible 

Because it's friable 

And friendship is marvel 

Great our memories are effable  

Inshallah we shall be stable 
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All your primitives are exquisite 

Nor shall we have an opposite 

Apparently, we're apposite  

I and you are the best composite. 
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Dear Crush  
 

Thou I die and you didn't accept my proposal, 

I will go and spend three days and later resurrect like Jesus to come and 

accomplish our love story. 

 

Crush die, I promise if you accept me, 

I will never betray you like Judas Iscariot. 

 

If I marry you, we shall remain like Abraham and Sarah no matter what, 

I will never marry more wives like King Solomon. 

 

Even if any woman removes her clothes on my face, 

 I will tear my heart and reject her like Joseph (Son of Jacob). 

 

My love for you will never die on the way like Moses, 

But must reach the promise land like Aaron. 

 

I have studied and observed you better and I have found out that you will 

never take us into any problem like what Eve did to Adam. 

 

If they want to take me to heaven alive like Elijah, 

I will refuse and spend more years on Earth like Noah till you accept me. 
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Even if any other man impregnates you like Mary (Mother of Jesus), 

I will still love you with that kid and marry you as Joseph (Father of 

Jesus) did. 

 

I know you will one day betray me like Delilah, 

But never mind because I have a forgiving heart like Samson. 

 

If you fully reject my love for you, 

I will hate women and stay single for the rest of my life like Paul. 

 

Thou you order your boyfriends to stone me to death, 

I will still ask God to forgive you and them like Stephen. 

 

If anyone else marries you, I will try my best to kill him like what David 

did to Uriah and inherit you as my wife. 

 

If they throw me into the fire to prove my love for you, 

I swear I will come out like Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego. 
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Secret crush  
It took me a second to crush on you, 

When we first met, 

Which made a record in my crushing history, 

My whole body became exhausted, 

My cheeks and feet started shivering 

Owning you was that day imagination 

 

It's like my eyes got sealed on you, 

You dominated my nights dreams, 

If not because of love, 

Would have sued you for abusing my mind. 

Though I'm single, 

I feel like dumping my ex’s again to own you. 

It's a secret crush, 

Confused on how to tell you 

 

Wish you could accept my proposal, 

My heart just needs you, 

You're valuable, 

You're so precious, 

You're my fuel, 

I without you is incomplete. 
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I'm Crushing on you.  
           

You control my attentions and intentions 

I didn't propose but you must be mine 

Downloading your pics from your timeline became my routine 

I don't know how to express my feelings 

 

I'm a liability without you 

Being with you qualifies me as an asset 

 

You're something I never  

expected in my entire life 

But by God's grace, I will get 

 you as a person who could 

never be replaced 

Continue reading by 

purchasing the ebook 
 


